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Ph.D, Mathematics/Applied Mathematics
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Mat. Marks : 80

Hall Ticket No.

PART A: 40 MARKS
PARTB:40MARKS

Instmctions

L Write your Hall Ticket Nnmbei on the OMR Answer Sheet given to you. Also write the
HallNunber in the space provided above.

2. Answers are to be marked on the OMR sheet.

3. Pleas read the instructions carefully before marking your answers on ihe OMR answ€r

4. Hand over the OMR answer sheet at the end ofthe examination to the Invigilator.

5. No additional sheets will be provided. Rough work can be done in the question paper
itself/space provided at the end ofthe booklet.

6. Calculators are not allowed.

7. There are a total of40 questions in Part - A and Part - B togeth€r.

8. Each conect answer carries 2 marks and there is negative marking of 0.66 for each wrong

9. The appropriate answer(s) should be coloured with either a blue or black bail point or a
sketch pen. DO NOT USE A PENCIL.

I 0. & denotes the set of real numbers, C the set of complex numbers, U the s€t of integers, Q
the set ofrational numbers, and N the set ofail natural nurnbers.

1 1 . This book contains 9 pages including this page and excluding pages for the rough work.
Please check that your papel has all the pages.
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Pa*-A

1. Let * be a non empty relation on a non empty collection of non empty sets defined
by ',{ *B if and oDly jf A n B:0. Then vr'hich one ofthe followin8 is TRUE?

(A) * js rcfiexive and transitivc.

(B) * is symmetric and not transitive.

(C) * is an equivalence relation

(D) * is not reflexive and not symmetric.

2. h a job hirirg committee, hr.lf the nurnber of experts voted for \4r. A and one third
voted for Mr. B. Two members voted for both and four of them did not vote for
either. How many expefts were there jn all?

(A) 6

(B) 12

(c) 18

(D) 24

3. Let X, y and Z be thrce sets. Which one of the follorving is FALSE?

(A) z\(Yux):(z\Y)\x.
(B) ).\(yuz) :(r.\y) \ (yuz).
(c) ),\(zux):(v\x) \2.
(D) x\0,n2):(x\y) \ (y.z).

4. Let X,y and Z be three sets and l: X + I and g:Y + Z be maps. Let
h: (jof : X + Z. Suppose 9 is surjective. Then w)ich one of the following rs

FALSE?

(A) If / is not surjective. then h is not necessadly surjectlve.

(B) If / is not suriective, then A can stilt be su{ective.

(C) If / 1s surjectlve, then ,4. is su{ective.

(D) If / is not injective, then i. can still be injective.

5. Let S be a courtable infinite set. If S = lJ!, 51 is such that S"'s a.re paim'ise disjoint,
then which one of the following is TRUE?

(A) Ai least one of the sets S, has to be finite.

(B) Ai leasi one of the sets S, has to be infinjte.

(C) All the sets S, can be irfrnite.

(D) Union of any two S,'s has to be in6niie.
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6. If in a certain code language 'BEAUTIFUL' is coded as '573041208' and 'BUTTER'
is coded as '504479', then how will'FUTURE' be coded in that la.nguage?

(A) 204097

(B) 201497

(c) 7o4os2

(D) 20407s

7. If in a code language, 'COULD' is wdtten as 'BNTKC' and 'MARGIN' is wdtten as

'LZQFHM', how will 'MOULDING' be written in that code?l

(A) CHMFINTK

(B) LNKTCHMF

(C) NITKHCX4F

(D) LNTKCHMF

8. If 'MILD'is coded as 'NKOH', then 'GATE'should be coded as

(A) IBVJ
(B) HCwl
(c) KDXK
(D) rcwA

If the animals which cen walk are called swimmels, animals who crawl axe called
flying, thosc livinB in watcr allr (x lcrd snakes and thosq whir.h flv in thc skv arc r:allcd
hunters, then what will a lizard be called?

(A) Swimmers.

(B) Snakes.

(.) F l. .e

(D) I{unters.

hla certain code language '735924' js written as '826833'. How is'357918'wdtten in
that code?

(A) 448807

(B) 8E4472

/41 .j66825

(D) 448827

9.

10.
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12

13.

14.

15.

4

Consider the following statements as facts. Fact 1: A1l dogs like to run; Fact 2: Some
dogs like to swim; Fart 3: Some dogs are white ir colou]. Then rvhich one of the
following statements must also be a fart?

(A) Dogs who like to swim axe white in colour.

(B) Dogs who like to run ir,re white in colorr.

(C) Dogs who like to swim a,lso like to run.

(D] Dogs * ro ike rc run a.ro lkp Lo s4,im.

A sequence of numbers looks like 70, 71, 76, _, 81, 86, 70, 91, 96. Which number
should fill the blank?

(A) 70

(B) 71

(c) 75

(D) 80

If 24 * 13 :2,27 * 43 :2, 
^id 

53 * 11 = 6, then what is 5i + 1i?

(A) 4

(B) 5

(c) 6

(D) 7

Let r'{ be a nonempty collection of sets. Consider the statement ",if :x e \,)AEAA, tlLen
r € A for at Least one A € A' . The contrapositive of this statement is:

(A) if r € .4 for at least one .4 € ,4 then u € U4€r.4.

(B) if r e L-lr€r,4 then u d,4 for at least one,4 e ,4.

(C) if r ( A for all ,,1 € ,4 theD r d Ui€/A.
(D) tl x ( A for at least one,4 €,4 the.I, x f I-)A.AA.

The question paper of an exa.mination has 4 questjons with 4 choices for each answer.
In order to get two identjca.l answer scripts, how ma.ny candidates should necessadly
appear for the examination?

(A) 2

(B) 4

.cl qa

(D) 41+1
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17.

19

20.

(A) 624

(B) 702

(c) 756

(D) 812

18. There are 30 people in a grorp. If all shake hands with one anotherj how many
handshakes are possible?

(A) 30r

(B) 2e!

(c) 870

(D) 435

In a cricket championship, there are 21 matches. If each team plays exactly one match
w.rh av"r) orha leam. ,\e 'rumbef o[,Fdnr:,:

(A) 7

(B) 8

l( )o
(D) 10

A box contains 4 red, 3 white, and 2 blue ba.lls. Three balls are drawn at raldom.
The number of ways of selecting the balls of dillerert colours is:

(A) 12

(B) 24

(c) ,s
(D) 168

5

Co$ider thesequence: 3 8 4 8 E 2 6 B 5 4 818 E 8 3 2 8 2 How many 8's are present
in this sequence, which are divisible by both its preceding and following numbers?

(A) 7

(B) 6
(c) 5

(D) 1

From a group of 7 men and 6 women. five persors a.re to be selected to form a
committee so that at least 3 men axe there in the commjttee. In how ma.ny ways can
it be done?
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Part-B

21. Let A be a 3 x 3 real symmetric matdx with Dei(,4) : 1. Let )r,lz,)3 be the
eigen\,alues of ,4. Then always

(A) )r : )2 : )3:1.
(B) ti:1for some i € {1,2,3}.
(c) 

^1)r.\3 
:1.

(D) .\1)2)3 > 1.

22. Let,4 be a3 x 4 matrix and B be a.4 x 3 matdx. Then alwavs

(A) .4,8 is singula.r.

(B) BA is sinsula-r.

(C) ,48 is non-singular.

(D) .B,4 is lon-singr ar.

23. Let A be & firijte commutative ring with 1. Then.

(A) .4 is a fi€ld.

(B) There is 11 €,4 which is neither a unit nor a zero divisor.

(C) Every elemeDt of ,4 is a unit or a zero divisor.

(D) There is ,4 with -41 : 12 and ary a € ,4 \ {0} is not a zerc divisor.

24. Let P be a monic polynomial jn ZIX). TherL,

(A) All roots of P belong to Z.

(B) All roots of P belong to (R \ Q) u Z.

(C) A1l roots of P belong to (A \ Q) u Z.

(D) A11 roois of P can belong to Q \ Z.

25. If G is a group of order 33, then the center of G is isomoryhic to:

('q) {"}
(B) Zz

(C) zt
(D) G
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26. Lei ln : [0, 1] + lR be f"(x) : t - z" for n € N. Then,

(A) (/") converges uniformly on [0, i].
(B) (/") converges urifomly on [0,1/2] but not on I0,11.

(C) (/",) converges uniformly on [1/2,11 but not or [0,1].

(D) (1") converges uniforrnly on [0, i] . Q but noi on [0, 1].

27. Let f ,g:lR + R be differertiable. TIen which of the follol\'-ing is FALSE?

(A) c pr /(z) - q( c) is difierentiable on R.

(B) z *r l(c)g(c) is diflerentiable on R.

(C) x .+ J bla) ) is djfferentiable on R.

(D) z.r ma,r{/(r),s(c)} is difierentiable on R.

28. Let l:R -+ lRbe defined as l{0) :t, l(r) :0 if r e lR \ Q, and J(plq) : tlrt tf
e € Z \ {0}, q e N, and p, q are relatively prime. Then,

(A) - R:J 5 on ',,.ou. ., ") -Z 0 .

(B) {, € R:/ is continuous at r}:R\Z
(C) {z e n : J is continuous at s} : Q\ {0}
D t..e f r..onlr'.uou."r r -R Q.

29. Let p be the Lebesgue measrre on R. and Y c R be a (Lebesgue) measruable set.
Then whjch of the followrng is TRUE?

(A) tf p(y) > 0, then Y contains a non-rneasurable subset.

(B) If Y is closed in 1R and p(Y) < co, then y is bornded.

a Iy.jop"n rr RanoplYT 6,r. rn"1- y 1..6mp cr

(D) If y is compact and uncountable, ihen /r(y) > 0.

30. Consider [0, 1] with the Lebesgre neasure. Which of the followirlg is FALSE?

(A) If /: [0,1] -+ lR is tuemann integrable, then / is Lebesgue integra.ble.

(B) If/ | [0, i] +R is measurable and / > 0, ihen I is Lebesgue integrable.

(C) If / | [0, 1] + R is tuemann integrable, then I is rieasurable.

(D) If /: [0,1] -+ R is L€besgue integrable, thel1 l/ is Lebesgue integrable.
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31. Let X bc a compact Hausdorfi topologir:al spa:c Thcn,

(A) X is metrizable and separable.

(B) X is metrizable but may not be separable.

(C) X is normal br-tt mat' not be metrizable.

(D) X is separable but may not be normal.

32. Consider lR2 with the Elrclidean metdc. Then hich of tbe following is FALSE?

(A) Every connected subset of lR2 is path connected.

(B) Ever-y bountted subset of 1R2 is totally bounded.

(C) Every Ncountable subset of R2 has a limit point in lR2.

(D) Every subsei of R2 is second countable with respect to the subspace topology.

33. Choose the FALSE statement:

(A) If I : A \ {0} -+ C is analytic and bounded, then / is constant.

(B) If /:C + C is analytic and non-constant, then / is su{ective.

(C) If /:C -+ C is analytic and l(C) c R, then / is constart.

(D) It /: A \ {O} + A is analytic and Don-constanti then f is an open lnap.

34. Let / : C -+ C be analytic, and suppose / is NOT a polynomial. Define 9 : C\ {0i -+ C
as a(z): /(1/z). Then,

(AJ 0 is a removable siDgularity ofg.

(B) 0 is a pole of 9 of order 1.

LC) 0 is a oole of o of order - 2

(D) 0 is an essential singula-rity of 9.

35. Consider 12 :: I@,,): an € lR for e1.ery n € N and lflr ""1' < c"] with the norm

i(r")ll : (t:r a,2)1/2. Also, tet X: {(a") € 12 : a.n € Q for every n e N}, and
y : {(a") € 12 : a-:0 for all but ilnitely many D € N}. Then,

(A) Both X and Y are dense in 12.

(B) X is dense nr l'but y is not dense in 12.

(C) Y is dense in l'but X is not derse ill 12.

Dy \''r 'r Y 'o Y ." J" 1'" n
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36. Let X be a Banach space over Ci and let X' denote the dual space of L Which of
the followjng is FALSE?

(A) If,  c X is bourded, then /(A) is bounded for every I e X'.

(B) If,4 C X is such that l(A) is bounded for every I e X/, then / is bounded.

(C) ff (e") converges in X, then (l(c")) converges in C for every / € X/.

(n) tf (c") is a sequence in -t such that (/(2")) converges in C for every J € X',
then (2.) converges in X.

37. LerF@,y,21:19,-t,x2y2z2) and S be the surface :,2 + y' + 3"' : 1, z :1 0. If fiis
the unit outwe.rd normal to S, then JIscur"l(F) ids:
(A) -2?,

@) ur
(c) 1

(D) 0

12
J8. l ,e l,an.brmdlion( v-\. 't t

reduces the equation ?J,,l2zu,o * x2uoo :0 to

(A) u,,, : uq

(B) zrn 121 : O

(c) ut,, i 2n.,nc + n2uec : o

(D) za,+t6g:0

39. The equation u"" + l2a + 3)u"' + 6E a:0is
(A) hyperbolic for all values of r.
(B) elliptic for all values of ri.

(C) pa"rabolic for z: 312 anc) hyperbolic lot x 1312.
(D) parabolic for r: 3/2 and hyperbolic fot r I 312.

tlr ^ dt
40. lor llre "y"rem of Fqu""o' s ., - 

g" - d ", 6.t 6l

(A) the criticai points arc (0, 0) and (2,4), and (0,0) is ar unstable spiral point.

(B) the c tical points are (0,0) and (2, a), and (0,0) is an unstable saddle point.

(C) (0,0) is the onty critical point.

(D) tl-" q rlp lo.riri' al po nl..
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